Fourth Quarter 2018-2019

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **551** total media citations (March 2019 – May 2019)
- **121** top-tier media citations (March 2019 – May 2019)

### Selected Media Hits

#### March

**Scientific American**
*Tornado Activity Is Shifting, But Is It Due to Warming?*  
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

**NPR**
*How Inuit Parents Teach Kids To Control Their Anger*  
(Deena Weisberg, Psychological and Brain Sciences)

**The Wall Street Journal**
*Tornado Highlights Alabama’s History of Loose Mobile-Home Codes*  
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

**The New York Times**
*Cardinal Pell Was Sentenced to 6 Years. Here’s How Other Countries Have Punished Abusive Clergy*  
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

**The Washington Post**
*It’s time for the Catholic Church to stop the canonization of popes*  
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

**The Philadelphia Inquirer**
*Women’s history should not be limited to ‘personal’ histories*  
(Shauna MacDonald, Communication)

#### April

**PBS NewsHour**
*Climate change pushes Florida’s mangroves north*  
(Samantha Chapman, Biology)

**The New Yorker**
*What do the church’s victims deserve?*  
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)
The Associated Press
Retired Pope Benedict wades into clergy sex abuse debate
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology and Religious Studies)

The Washington Post
Taxpayer spending on U.S. disaster fund explodes amid climate change, population trends
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

The Philadelphia Inquirer
Vaccines are a major public health achievement
(Robert Leggiadro, Biology)

May

NBC News
These robots were built to be punched, stabbed and cursed. Here’s why you might want to oblige them.
(Patrick Markey, Psychological and Brain Sciences)

The Washington Post
Uber rang in its IPO with champagne and mimosas. Then the hangover began.
(Christian Thoroughgood, Human Resources Development)

CBS News
Betting on a sports scholarship to pay for kids’ college? Don’t.
(Rick Eckstein, Sociology)

Mashable
From space, powerful thunderstorms look like boiling water
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

Popular Science
Hurricane season is early—again
(Stephen Strader, Geography and the Environment)

Catholic News Service
Villanova economics-theology professor receives papal foundation prize
(Mary Hirschfeld, Theology and Religious Studies)